Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U15 Boys
Chicago Magic defeats Lightning SC 2-0
2-0

Dylan Mares struck the eventual game-winner, and teammate Jessie Ortiz added some insurance with a late second-half strike to help lead the
Chicago Magic past the Lightning 2-0 in the boys under-15 State Cup final in Rockford.
Mares opened the scoring at 46 minutes when his left-footed blast from the near post exploded into the back of the net to cap an inspired
Magic attack, which despite failing to score in the opening half, had the better run of play all throughout against the Lightning.
"Perry (Kitchen) gave me a great ball from the midfield which gave me enough time to measure up my shot," said Mares, who along with Art
Garza, Oliver Mayer, Kyle Spoo and Ortiz launched several strong attacks all afternoon to help them dominate for most of the match.
Garza hit a well-place serve into the box at the half hour mark that failed to find a target player, while Mayer went over the bar from in close
just after the break after a hearty build-up from the Magic.
"We played pretty well in the first-half, but never had any really good chances to score," said Mares, who added the Magic defense had been
steady from the start to allow the offense to concentrate on going forward. "Coach told us at half that we all needed to step it up in our attack
to get that first goal in."
The Lightning tried to come-back and find the equalizer as front-runners Robbie LaRocque and Bryan Ciesiulka looked to link with its mates
in the middle, but the back-line of Chris Meingast, Billy McGuinness and Garza for the Magic, with the support of Matt Ducci just in front of
the trio never allowed its oppnent to rattle keeper Tom Serratore who recorded the clean-sheet.
LaRocque's inward swing corner at 29 minutes gave Serratore his biggest challenge of the match as he was forced to turn the ball up and over
the woodwork.

Chicago Magic 91/92: Alex Alvendia, Jacob Bushue, Matt Ducci, Tyler Engel, Michael Enghofer, Cesar Fuerte, Art Garza, Perry Kitchen,
Stefan Luetkehans, Dylan Mares, Oliver Mayer, Billy McGuinness, Chris Meingast, Connor Miller, Jessie Ortiz, Ryan Saran, Tom Serratore,
Kyle Spoo; Coach:Tom Cholew
How They Won The Championship: Defeated Galaxy 91/92 4-0; Defeated Sockers FC White 4-1; Defeated Lightning SC White 2-0
Lightning SC - White: Johnnie Akl, Mitch Albrecht, Bryan Ciesiulka, Scott Davis, Greg Dmyterko, Patrick Doody, Mark Finan, Turanchik
Jack, Robbie LaRocque, John Munson, Michael Oleszkiewicz, Nikhil Patel, Ramiro Pimentel, Christopher Prince, Colin Rook, Logan Spidle,
Sean Totsch, John Wilger; Coach: Gus Nicosia & Trey Bradberry
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated WC United 5-1; Defeated HUSA Eclipse Gold 3-1; Defeated Chicago Wind 2-1

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U15 Girls
Kickers United Knockouts defeat Windy City Pride 3-2

Kickers United FC's offense got the Knockouts off to a quick start that seemed to put them into position to cruise to an easy victory in the U15 girls
State Cup finale, but a late run by the Windy City Pride kept the outcome of the game undecided until the clock ran out.
Entering the hour mark of the contest, the Knockouts held a demanding 3-0 lead but that advantage began to be chipped away when Allie Osoba
would score on beautiful feed from Katie Nasenbenny, poking the ball to the right of the KUFC keeper.
Holding onto the lead would become an even more difficult task when the Knockouts Amy Cassidy was called for violent conduct at the 77-minute
mark giving Nasenbenny a free kick and forcing KUFC to play down a player for the remainder of the game because of the automatic red card.
"Our girls were able to step up and meet the challenge of playing a player short," Knockouts coach Duane Cruz said. "Additionally, we only had two
subs so the girls were getting tired in the second half. The Pride converted their PK and applied intense pressure for the last minutes of the game.
" (Goalkeeper) Anna Goodlove had an outstanding game and made several key saves to preserve the victory and our defense was solid in front of her.
As the clock continued to tick down, the Knockout held control in the corner. Any potential offensive attacks by the Pride were stopped and cleared by
Jessica Blair, whose solid defensive and offensive play all day, were a key in the Knockouts championship.
Blair started the early offensive barrage for the Knockouts, scoring the games first goal at the 2-minute mark, knocking back in the deflection of her
initial shot that was rejected by Pride keeper Emily Oliver.
On the attack for most of the first half, the Knockouts offense, lead by Blair, Jenna Wampler, Meg Rogers and Erin Shulman, jumped to a 2-0 lead
when Shulman worked her way into the Pride's box and knocking the ball to the back of the net 10-minutes in.
Defensively, the Knockouts' April Helton, Cassiday, Mellisa Schakowski and Sadie Delashmit allow the Pride to move to ball passed midfield but not
penetrate the box, keeping them from getting off strong shots.
The second half found the Knockouts in control offensively again, striking first when Rogers' penalty kick cleared the goal line, extending the lead to
3-0. This goal would prove to be crucial over the next 31-minutes
"The Pride fought back and kept the outcome in doubt until the very end," said Cruz. "Our girls were on their heels in the second half but able to
withstand the Pride's pressure.
"The girls played with a lot of heart throughout the tournament. To be honest, our expectations were not high so the outcome was very unexpected."
Kickers United FC Knockouts: Jessica Blair, Amy Cassiday, Sadie Delashmit, Anna Goodlove, April Helton, Paige Knippenberg, Kristen Kupstys, Tracy
Metzinger, Monica Punzirudu, Meg Rogers, Melissa Schakowski, Jenna Shemky, Erin Shulman, Lindsy Spaits, Jenna Wampler, Gabrielle Whittinghill; Coach:
Duane Cruz
How They Won The Championship: Defeated Chicago Magic 1-0, Defeated Eclipse Select 1-0; Defeated Windy City Pride 3-2
Windy City Pride: Caity Bestwina, Kelsey Chetosky, Stephanie Condon, Melanie Corderre, Jackie Cozzone, Kristine Dorre, Stephanie Green, Nikki Jhanji,
Allison Kaim, Keri Kujawa, Aubrie Lalich, Leah Manning, Katie Nasenbenny, Emily Oliver, Allie Osoba, Courtney Ratz, Lauren Solomon; Brittany Sova;
Coaches: Ko Thanadabouth & Alina Alaimo
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated Sockers FC 2-1; Defeated Ela Tigers 4-3

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U16 Boys
Sockers FC defeats Chicago Magic 4-3

Joshua Beard scored the first and last goals, the final one coming in shoot-out to give Sockers FC a 3-2 victory over the Chicago Magic in the under-16 Boys
State Cup.
The Sockers advanced into regional play as champions following a tight, tense match between two long-time rivals which played to a 2-2 draw after 110
minutes of play, that ended when Beard converted despite having his attempt bound off Magic keeper Geoff Bowman's glove to give the Sockers a 4-3
decision.
"Last year they knocked us out (here) and we never made the finals," began Beard. "So when I lined up to take (my) PK, all I did was back-up and came
forward to take my shot and let it go knowing if I finished, we were the State Champs."
Sockers keeper Eric Sorby helped his club go up 2-0 in shoot-out when he guessed correctly in round 2 to stop his counterpart Bowman, then watched in
round 5 when the Magic came back to equalize at 3-3 to set-up Beard's heroics.
"There's a lot of luck to stop any shot during a PK or shoot-out situation," admitted Sorby. "But on that (shot) that I saved, I just had a gut feeling he
(Bowman) was going to go that way and it worked out great for me and the team."
After a frantic, chippy start, played mostly as an exercise of containment, Beard would find the scoreboard at 37 minutes with a bit of brilliance from both he,
and teammate Anthony Selvaggi.
Selvaggi's clever, and well-placed flick, up and over the Magic back-line caught Beard in full stride on the right side before heading over Bowman who was
well off his line by now in anticipation of quickly changing events in front of him.
The Magic's Bob Novak would make his presence felt just before intermission when he tried to run onto a Philip Galounis serve to the back post and while
doing so, was hauled down to give Galounis the chance to find the back of the net on the ensuing PK.
With the action fast and furious after the break, it was the Magic who broke out on top just 8 minutes into the second half as Kevin Bick headed from the spot
a Ryan Stokes helper.
Matt Leonard produced the strike at 63 minutes to pull his club level at 2 when he headed just under the wood-work on a ball sent in from Beard.
It proved impossible to seperate these two sides after a pair of 15-minute extra periods of play, leaving the match to be settled by penalties.
Once there, the Magic's Shawn Sloan, Bick and Novak all finished, while Selvaggi, David Leverentz and Leonard, in that order, found the back of the net to
build a bridge to Beard.
"To come back in regulation, then win it in shoot-out is an amazing thing for this team to do," said Beard.
Sockers FC Chicago White: Joshua Beard, Vasily Giannakopoulos, Matthew Hemmerle, Jordan Innis, Zachary Kaleta, Jim Kroll, Matthew Leonard, David Leverentz, Jason
Lollar, Dennis Moynihan, Danny O'Leary, Ned Pavlovic, Matthew Riggio, Timothy Sampson, Anthony Selvaggi, Eric Sorby, Robert Surlina, Aleksander Uransel; Coaches: David
Richardson & Oleg Vatchev
How They Won The Championship: Defeated FC Chicago 6-2; Defeated FC United 2-0; Defeated Chicago Magic 4-3
Chicago Magic 90/91: Kevin Bick; Geoff Bowman, Robert Boyd, Ryan Foreman, Philip Galounis, Robby Gargaro, Jordan Maman, Andrew Menendez, Bob Novak, Nate
O'Connor; Petar Radjukovich, Matthew Ribbens, Shawn Sloan, Ryan Stokes, Tyler Thatcher, Milan Tica, Jonathon Ward, Tim Zimmer; Coaches:Mike Matkovich & Todd Bailey
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated Ajax FC Red 3-0; Defeated Metro United 3-1

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U16 Girls
Eclipse Select defeats Eclipse South 4-0

The girls under-16 State Cup championship match turned into an inter-club battle, with not only the State crown on the line but also bragging
rights within the Eclipse Select Soccer organization. Defending national champions Eclipse Select 90/91 held off their club counterpart Eclipse
Select South 4-0 to begin the defense of their US Youth Soccer title.
Heading into the contest both teams looked to be evenly match with neither team allowing a goal in quarter or semifinal play and heading into
the finals with Eclipse Select having scored six goals to Ecplise South's five. To add to the equality of the teams, both squads' rosters boast
national pool players; Alexa Gaul, Ali Hall and Rachel Quon for Select; Brianne Rodriguez and Casey Short on South.
Eclipse Select took the advantage early jumping to a 2-0 lead heading into the half with Libby Cooper and Mary Kubiuk providing the scores.
The second half found both teams moving the ball down field well, with passes and ball movement that set up shot opportunities only to
constantly be rejected at the net by the team's skilled netminders. Both goalies, Claire Hanold (South) and Taylor Vancil (Select) held strong
against the offensive barrages.
With such great ball movement and offensive build-up it was only a matter of time until one of the defenses were caught off-guard, that
opportunity came for Select when Chelsea Cline scored the second half's first goal knocking in a perfectly placed cross from Carly Smith at
the 72 minute mark.
Six-minutes later Quon smashed a ball from the penalty line that tipped off the fingers of Hanold for the 4-0 final score.

Eclipse Select 90/91: Jessica Arabia, Emily Butrym, Chelsea Cline, Cooper Elizabeth, Annie Evans, Katrina Fehrenbacher, Alexa Gaul,
Kelli Gavigan, Ali Hall , Courtney Holtz, Stephani Iantorno, Haley Krentz, Mary Kubiuk, Nicole Lipp, Lauren Mathy, Rachel Quon,
Carly Smith, Taylor Vancil; Coaches: Mike Nesci & Rory Dames
How They Won The Championship: Defeated NSA Tigers 2-0; Windy City Pride 4-0; defeated Eclipse Select South 4-0
Eclipse Select South: Lee Battaglia, Jasmine Espino, Leah Fortune, Claire Hanold, Emily Homan, Erin Jacobsen, Kelli Jones, Jackie Kubisak,
Meghan Lewis, Heather Marik, Karissa Miller, Kelsey Mulcahy, Morgan Olsen, Mary Kate Reed, Brianne Rodriguez, Casey Short; Coaches:
Mike Nesci & Hudson Fortune
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated FC United Select 4-0; Defeated Chicago Magic 1-0

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U17 Boys
Chicago Magic defeats Rockford Raptors 2-1

Two of the regions top teams competed in a physical and hard fought battle for the honor of being crowned State Cup champion and advance onto
regional play. After 90-minutes of exciting soccer action, the Chicago Magic would hoist the trophy, earning a 2-1 win over the Rockford Raptors.
This aggressive quick-paced offensive tone of the game was set early when the Magic worked the ball into the Raptors box early in the first half.
Trying to strike first, Juan Hoyos tried to head-in a ball deflected by Raptors goalkeeper Evan Bartis. The second effort appeared to be on it's way to
giving the Magic a quick lead but Derek Dimke was there to block and clear the ball to midfield.
Throughout the rest of the first half both team exchanged offensive attacks, with neither defense relenting until a header by Wesley Hollis found the
back of the net to give the Magic a 1-0 lead at the 29-minute mark.
"Scoring the early goal helped us," said Magic coach John Hannan. "It allowed us to stretch the field. They had a lot of pressure on us."
In the second half, the Raptors's Seth Stockley and Colin Beck continued the defensive pressure at midfield, giving the Rockford offense more
opportunities to even the score.
Their efforts would pay off when a beautifully placed kick from Cody Culver lead Stockley into position for the game-tying score 10-minutes into the
second half.
The Raptors looked to continue to work their attack from the corner but smart decisions by Magic goalkeeper Ben Calvopina of when to come out
from in goal and when to play back to defend shots, was able to hold off the offensive onslaught lead by Steve Purdy, Culver and Stockley.
Offensively the Raptors continued to attack throughout the second but Josh Barnes, Jake Federlick, Scott Larson, Lucas Young and Mike Steinart
continually distrupted the Raptors offensive flow.
At the 74-minute mark, Kyle Stuart hard line-drive kick to the top right corner gave the Magic a 2-1 lead.
The final 3 minutes of the contest saw the Raptors offensive come out in a fury but the Magic matched the intensity keeping Rockford from scoring
the game-tying goal.
"[The U17 boys] is probably the strongest age group in the region," Hannan said. "The difference between one team to another is miniscule.
"The Raptors are one of the top team in the region. For us to get this result we knew we had to put in a strong effort. The only way we were going to
get to regional was to win State Cup. It was a crucial game and we responded."
Chicago Magic: Josh Barnes, Ben Calvopina, Danny Diaz, Jake Federlick, Bryan Gaul, Wesley Hollis, Juan Hoyos, Evan Johnson, Brendan King, Andrew
Knighten. Scott Larson, Stephan Lucianek, Keith Mach, Kyle Mastey, Christian Meza, David Sayre, Mike Steinert, Kyle Stuart, Jack Suker,
Erik Warren, Dean Wern, Lucas Young; Coaches: John Hannan & Todd Bailey
How They Won The Championship: Defeated Galaxy 89/90 2-0; Defeated HUSA Eclipse 2-1
Rockford Raptors: Austin Andrekus, Evan Bartzis, Collin Beck, Bart Boguszewski, Cody Culver, Adam Curran, Derek Dimke, Samuel Etim, Jonathan
Harris, Brad Horton, Philip Ianno, Jarrett Kerr, Nino Markovic, Brad Miller, Nick O'Neill, Steve Purdy, Daniel Sowell, Jordan Stanley, Seth Stockley, Andrew
Thappa, Lucas Valencia, Ross Vanosdol; Coaches: louis MAteus, Brent Culver
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated Metro United 2-1; Defeated Sockers FC 3-1

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U17 Girls
Chicago Magic defeats Windy City Pride 2-1

It was remarkable to think that Jill Dunn served well over a dozen corner kicks during the State Cup final between the Windy City Pride and Chicago Magic.The soonto-be Neuqua Valley High School senior, tried as she did, had little luck connecting with any of her teammates in any of the aforementioned serves, until taking matters
into her own hands or shooting boots in this case.
The Magic MF first cheered Tori Burchett's adventurous run into the Pride box which resulted in a PK opportunity, then was the recipient of cheers from her teammates
moments later when she converted past former teammate and Pride keeper Laura Benck for the game-winner in a 2-1 victory for the under-17 girls state championship.
The win gives the Magic 7 straight State Cup titles.
"I was a little nervous lining up against Laura," admitted Dunn, "It was really hard taking that PK and scoring against one of our former players."
Dunn would shoot low to the right, a familiar direction for her when coach Scott Fanfara elects to send her to the spot. and a place where Benck was unable to get to in
order to turn-away the shot which would break a 1-1 match.
"We did really well to get that 1-0 lead, but we stopped playing like (we) were and kept (the) Pride in the match long enough to allow them to get back even with us,"
offered Dunn.
"That was not an easy (one) out there today," said a relieved Fanfara. "We missed a lot of tremendous chances, which could have put us up 3-0. You've got to credit the
Pride and its coach (Ko Thanadabouth) for staying organized and playing hard the entire match."
Plenty of credit had to go to the defense of the Magic on this day as it did a yeoman job of containing Pride striker Kendra Collins, who was a danger, with and without
the ball, thanks in part to her the combination of her speed, quickness and size, which she used in a variety of ways for 80 minutes of soccer.
While the performance of the Magic in its attack was full of movement and passing, its failed to find the back of the net as it continually lacked the sharpness needed in
close to solve Benck in goal.
Striker Carly Samp would give the Magic its first lead at 27 minutes, however precise touches by Collins, Casey Cartwright, and finally Lauren Zallis would draw them
even as Zallis would beat Magic keeper Vicki Traven just before intermission.
"Coach (Fanfara) gave us a good talking to at half, and told us that we kept the (Pride) in the match and we needed to turn our pressure up and finish our chances,"
Dunn would say.
The Magic heeded its coach advice, and right after the break, placed Benck, and her back-line mates Hillory Blake, Chelsea Jones and Jessica Blake under seige for the
next 35 minutes.
Burchett's zig-zag run and carry inside the 18 forced a foul at 78 minutes, leading to Dunn's PK success and 7th straight trophy celebration.

Chicago Magic: Monica Barrera, Kate Bernstein, Tori Burchett, Kelly Butler, Jill Dunn, Elise Farrelly, Abbey Hirschenberger, Erika Janota, Maddie Kawa,
Taylor Miller, Ellen Murphy, Lindsey Page, Kelli Pawelko, Carly Samp, Whitney Sharpe, Erin Tedesco, Vicki Traven; Coaches: Scott Fonfara & Todd Bail
How They Won The Championship: Defeated FC United Select 2-0; Strikers FV White 2-0; Defeated Windy City Pride 2-1
Windy City Pride: Lauren Benck, Hillory Blake, Jessica Blake, Casey Cartwright, Kendra Collins, Michelle Corbett, Brittany Deriggi, Laura Dieter, Carrie
Grochowski, Colleen Harrigan, Kelly Johnson, Chelsea Jones, Julie Kaim, Casey Meehan, Angie Mitas, Laura Osoba, Megan Ownes, Jaime Panfil, Catherine
Roll, Lauren Zallis; Coaches: Ko Thanadabouth & Doon Thanadabouth
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated NSA Premier Red 4-0; Sockers FC Chicago 1-0; Eclipse Select 3-2

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U18 Boys
Chicago Magic defeats Chicago Wind 2-0

A strong defensive effort by the Chicago Magic backline and goalkeeper was the determining factor in the Magic's 2-0 victory over the
Chicago Wind in the boys U18 State Cup final.
Impressive play throughout the contest by Raphael Martinez , Cody Stanley, Mike Brennan and Jason Drews in front of Magic keeper Brock
Tomlinson was the difference, as the defensive front was able to hold off the strong offense of the Chicago Wind.
"We knew the key for us would be keeping things tight in the back," said Magic coach Mike Matkovich. "We were pretty solid on the day. It
was a good strong effort on both sides of the ball."
The game-winning goal would come early when the Magic's Andrew Durant hit the lower left of the goal at the 17-minute mark of the first
half.
Bothe defenses held strong for the remainder of the first half, while the second half saw both teams come out with the same intensity.
Offensively, the Magic came out on the attack and were first to break the midfield barrier, getting the ball deep into their opponent's half of the
field only to be rejected three consecutive times by the Wind.
At the 74-minute mark, the aggressive play of the Magic paid off as Andy Adlard used some fancy dribbling to break down the Wind defense,
getting a shot to fall just past the goalline, out of the reach of the Wind keeper after being tipped in front of the net by the Wind defenders.
The 2-0 lead would prove to be enough for the victory.
A rematch between the two team could be forthcoming at Regionals, as the Wind earned a berth thru their strong play in the Midwest Regional
League, a testament to the strength of youth soccer in Illinois according to Matkovich.
"This was probably one of the better State Cup finals," Matkovich said. "To get out of Illinois is a tough task, sometimes its harder to win State
Cup then it is to win Regionals.
"This game shows that Illinois has some of the toughest regional competition."
Chicago Magic: Andy Adlard, Jeff Atkins, Mike Brennan Jason Drews, Andrew Duran, Jake Freisinger, Chas Goudie, Jack Hillgard, Ben Johnson, Matt
Klancic, Eric Lichaj, Kyle Luetkehans, Charlie Mancuso, Raphael Martinez, Shane Merriman, Aaron Nichols, Pari Pantazopoulos, Alex Russell, Cody Stanley,
John Supica, Brock Tomlinson, Paul Tracy; Coaches: Mike Matkovich & Todd Bailey
How They Won The Championship: Defeated Chicago Fire Jrs. 4-0; Defeated FC United 3-0; Defeated Chicago Wind 2-0
Chicago Wind National: Josh Abelson, Stefan Antonijevic, Nick Bartel, Ethan Buege, Jaime Castrejon, Ben Chavers, Anthony Colaizzi, Matt Eliason, Nestor
Garcia, Derek Ho, Alex Johnson, Thomas Kauffman, Kai Lu, Chris Mills, Corey Mulryan, Adam Rappin, Michael Rodriguez, Andy Ryan, James Schultz,
Andrew Tramel, Mike Trpeski; Coaches: Jan Dolinsky & Sole Antonijevic
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated CISA 3-1, Defeated Schwaben AC 1-0, Defeated Rockford Raptors 2-1

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U18 Girls
Eclipse Select defeats ASC Eagles 3-1

With an injury list longer than the soccer pitch, Eclipse Select began its defense of a national title by defeating ASC Eagles 3-1 to capture the under-18 State
Cup title game
The Eclipse showed little mercy to its opponent in over-time after the Eagles took advantage of a generous gift late in regulation which gave them a free-kick
opportunity that was converted with success to send this match into a pair of 15-minute extra periods.
Once there however, the Eclipse took the initiative as Nicole Staton found the back of the net just 60-seconds into OT before Marquette-bound Kelsey Lynch
sealed the victory 4 minutes later to give the eventual champs an almost insurmountable lead.
"We missed a lot of good chances, I missed a lot of chances to take control of this match in regulation," admitted Lynch, "but this team, just as last year, is so
resilient, and able to overcome any adversity that may come our way."
With the Eclipse missing 4 in its first-11, including top striker Jessica Price, as well as Janina Locasio and Kerry Brodeick, among others, the depth of coach
Rory Dames club was tested as he put together a starting line-up to open against ASC, while looking to others as the match progressed to add energy and pace
to his short-handed club.
"I wasn't with this team last year, but the thing that really impressed me right away was how everyone just steps up when somebody is hurt or down, and we
never seem to miss a thing in the way we play," offered Julie Ewing.
While the Eagles had the better run of things in the early going, apart from a couple of Alexia Euwena runs up the left side, and creative work in the middle
from Kendall Loggins, there was little headway made against the strong back-line of the Eclipse.
After several run and carries into and around the box by Ewing, the talented striker finally made it count in the 56th minute with a brilliant piece of individual
work that saw her start 30 yards away. Once slipping by her marker, Ewing took off and left another defender down the right side before slotting a low blast
the other way and past a helpless Kristen Keane, the Eagles keeper.
The Eclipse surged forward in looking to add another in the late stages, and the threesome of Brittany Johnson, Ewing, and Erica Iantorno, who was just
brought on by Dames, nearly connected.
Following a terrfic save by Keane on Iantorno, an unfortunate hand-ball was seen in the box, giving the Eclipse a golden opportunity to put its opponent away
at 80 minutes.Keane stopped the initial attempt, then watched in delight as Iantorno struck the rebound up and over the bar.
The Eagles drew even in extra-time when Christen Schuler's redirected header found its way under the woodwork as she went high to meet Tara Strickland's
free-kick from the far flag.
"It was tough watching them score when we had them beat in regulation," began Ewing, "but we knew if we could score early in OT, this match would be
ours."
Eclipse Select: Amber Bennett; Kerry Broderick; Bethany Brown, Kaitlin Bujak, Alex Burzynski, Michele Dalton, Julie Ewing, Kali Feiereisei, Erica Iantorno, Brittany Johnson, Janina Locascio, Kelsey
Lynch, Brittany Potts, Jessica Price, Cailin Rehder, Nicole Russell, Patti Smolarski, Nicole Staton, Cory Steigerwald, Christine Steinmetz, Tara Strickland,
Lauren Thut; Coaches: Rory Dames & Mike Nesci
How They Won The Championship: Defeated Chicago Fire Jrs. 4-1; Defeated Windy City Pride 3-2; Defeated ASC Eagles 3-1
ASC Eagles: Kylie Andersen, Katie Anderson, Amanda Bardzinski, Diane Binder, Teresa Boring, Rachel Bostick, Vanessa DiBernardo, Alexia Euwema, Glynn Fitzer, Kristen Keane, Sarah Langlas, April
Larkin, Brooke Livigngston, Lauren Livingston, Kendall Loggins, Annie Lorenz, Bretton Newcomb, Christen Schuler, Brittany Sorensen, Alison Stahlke, Erin Strom, Stephanie Swanson; Coaches: Angelo
Dibernardo, & Dave Bostick
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated FC United Select 3-0; Defeated NSA Rockets 3-0

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U19 Boys
Chicago Magic defeats Sockers FC 2-1

Its been the Magic and Sockers for just about forever in this age division, so often, that both sides likely place the other on its regular season
schedule in anticipation of meeting in mid-June for the State Cup title.
The long-time rivals would meet again, this time for the final time ever in a state match, as they battled for the under-19 hardware.
In dramatic fashion, the Magic finished off the Sockers for the second-consecutive season, and seventh in their long history with a 5-4 decision
in shoot-out and eventual 2-1 victory.
Magic keeper Pat Rickman stopped Matt Corrado cold on his PK attempt on the final shot in the first round of shoot-out to help preserve the
win, and sent the Magic to the regionals on a high note as they look to gain a second-straight regional crown as well.
"There's a lot of pride and respect with both of these clubs and to me, these two clubs could play for the regional title every year, because of
the talent each possesses," said Magic head coach John Hannon just moments after Rickman's heroics.
"It was just a typical Magic-Sockers to me," stated Rickman, who had a birds-eye view for the match which went 120 minutes before he and
his counterpart, David Claxton were thrust into the lime-light.
"There was a lot of play through the middle, 50-50 balls were challenged with a lot of ferocity and physical play, and each side with a lot of
energy and heart," Rickman would add.
Rickman's evaluation of the contest was especially true as neither side were able to produce any dangerous chances for the first half worth
noting and that stayed true until the hour mark when the Sockers struck first.
After Chris Kammo sent Corrado through and free, the Magic, without another choice, brought down the Sockers' striker inside the box and
the easy PK call. Lucas Carden went under Rickman from the spot.
A spectacular strike from Taylor Waspi drew the Magic even just 8 minutes later.
Off a terrific build-up through the Magic midfield, a marauding Waspi ran up the right side out of his own end before firing a low shot past
Claxton, who had no chance to stop the Waspi drive.
Following the goal, the action became more fast and furious, as each side looked to grab the lead to stave off overtime, however it was the
back-line defense from both clubs that kept the quality in the other's attack void of anything positive.
Magic captain Steve Kolzow would go wide from in close, while teammate Andy Masteller's header went over the bar from in close before
regulation ended, as did the Sockers Charlie Campbell midway through the first over-time period.
Waspi had a blast from 10 yards blocked by Campbell as the first extra period ended and on the ensuing clear out of the back by the Sockers,
Kyle Russell of the Magic was injured in a 50-50 exchange near midfield which resulted in the midfielder leaving the match with a deep cut on
the side of his head.
Once in shoot-out, each keeper was forced into the role of spectator as shooters combined to finish 9 straight leading up to the CorradoRickman confrontation.
"Keepers in this situation are either heroes or the villain," said Rickman, who guessed correctly that Corrado would look to go to Rickman's
right. "Today I was the hero."
Chicago Magic: Akin Akinrinade, Alan Bickel, Mark Blades, Jake Fullerton, Jason Herrick, Alex Holmes, Kyle Knotek, Steve Kolzow, Paul Kopec, Colin
Kuhn, Tim Markham, Andy Masteller, Pat Rickman, Dan Russell, Kyle Russell, Chris Schuler, Steve Sloan, Zach Tierney, Hunter Van Houten, Tim Walsh,
Taylor Waspi, Mark Zeman; Coaches: John Hannan & Todd Bailey
How They Won The Championship: Defeated WC United 4-0; Defeated HUsA Eclipse 1-0; Defeated Sockers FC 2-1
Sockers FC Chicago: Chris Adrian, Monday Akogwu, Chris Bledsoe, Charlie Campbell, Lucas Carden, David Claxton, Matt Corrado, Alex Erwin, Jason
Herrick, Patrick Hopkins, Christopher Kammo, Josh Karsten, James Karsten, James Kriticos, Michael Kurowski, Tony Lambropoulos, Dan Lopez, Mark
Lorenzen, David May, Mark Plotkin, Frido Rektorli, Mike Rochman, Joel Wagner; Coaches: David Richardson & Oleg Vatchev
How They Reached The Championship Game: Defeated Rockford Raptors 5-1; Defeated Metro FC 5-1

Illinois State Cup Championship Report
U19 Girls
Eclipse Select defeats Windy City Pride 4-0

In a match-up of regional qualifiers and the only contest in the U19 girls division, Eclipse Select Black defeated Windy City Pride 4-0 in the final women's
contest of the 2007 State Cup.
Eclipse looked to score early and often and quickly took a 1-0 lead at the 6-minute mark on Jackie Santacaterina's header.
Santacaterina, Liz Holby, Amanda Clark and Ani Michl were the main clogs in the Eclipse offensive machine that quickly and precisely moved the ball all
around the field looking to build on the 2-0 lead they had built at the 20-minute mark.
As the first half clock began to rundown the Pride appeared to be streaking towards cutting the lead to one when an Emily Pickard pass set-up a perfect instride shot, but play was stopped due to offsides. Capitalizing on their opponent's frustration Lauren Switzer drilled a shot to the top right corner of the net to
put Eclipse up 3-0 heading into the half.
The Eclipse offense lost no steam at intermission, as the second half started the same way the first ended. On the first Eclipse possession, Liz Eng broke down
the Pride defense on the dribble and poked the ball into the net for a 4-0.
Defensively the Eclipse goalkeepers Molly Williams and Chelsey Turner play brilliantly in net all game and were helped significantly by the defense in front
of them, led by Jenny Green.

Eclipse Select Black: Amanda Clark, Maria Della Torre, Liz Eng, Brittany Garrett, Jenny Green, KayAnne Gummersal, Liz Holby, Taryne Lee, Emily
Maynard, Ani Michl, Niki Moran, Chelsea Potts, Jackie Santacaterina, Lauren Switzer, Chelsey Turner, Michele Weissenhofer, Jessie White, Molly Williams,
Ammanda Wisniewski, Becky Zirlin; Coaches: Mike Nesci & Rory Dames
Windy City Pride: Annie Brockhaus, Colette Coverick, Audrey Crain, Courtney Curby, Becca Ford, Lauren Frazcek, Allysa Grad, Audrey Holmer, Brittany
Kaim, Jessica Martinez, Sara McClard, Emily Pickard, Katie Rehor, Kim Schmitt, Jackie Stillman, Amy Szilard, Mallory Zampa, Angela Ziemba; Coaches: Ko
Thanadabouth & Nick Thanadabouth

